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ON ZERO-DIAGONAL OPERATORS AND TRACES

PENG FAN, CHE - KAO FONG, AND DOMINGO A. HERRERO

Abstract. A Hubert space operator A is called zero-diagonal if there exists an

orthonormal basis <¡> = ( e }^_, such that (Aer e.) =0 for all /. It is known that T

is the norm limit of a sequence {Ak} of zero-diagonal operators iff 0 s We{T), the

essential numerical range of T. Our first result says that if 0 e We(T) and J is an

ideal of compact operators strictly larger than the trace class, then the sequence

(Ak } can be chosen so that \T - Ak\¿^> 0 (,/ cannot be replaced by the trace

class!). If A is zero-diagonal, then the series Y.f=¡ (Aer e;) converges to a value

(zero) that can be called "the trace of A with respect to the basis <i>". Our second

result provides, for each operator T, the structure of the set of all possible " traces"

of T (in the above sense). In particular, this set is always either the whole complex

plane, a straight line, a singleton, or the empty set.

1. Introduction. In [3], the first author proved the following result for (bounded

linear) operators acting on a complex separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space

J^: Let T g ££($?) (the algebra of all operators acting on Jif); then the following

are equivalent:

(i) There exists a sequence {An}™=x c J5?(jf ) such that (A,le)"\e)")) = 0 for all

j (for a suitable orthonormal basis {e(¡")}f=x depending on n) and ||T - An\\ -» 0

(n -* go).

(ii) 0 g We(T), the essential numerical range of T (see definition and properties

in [4]).

This result can be improved to a "Weyl-von Neumann-Kuroda type" theorem:

Let X, (€x and # denote the ideal of all compact operators, the ideal of all trace

class operators, and a normed ideal of compact operators with norm | • | , strictly

weaker than the trace norm | • \x; then (i) (or (ii)) is also equivalent to:

(iii) There exists a sequence of zero-diagonal operators {An}„°=x (i.e., operators

satisfying the condition of (i) [3]), such that T - A„ e,/ for all n, and |T - An\j-» 0

(n -* oo); furthermore, the result is false if ß is replaced by <€x.

The fact that ß cannot be replaced by <êx produces a lot of trouble in connection

with the second problem considered here.

Following [2], we shall say that an orthonormal basis <j> = {e¡ }JL x belongs to

Dom{trT} if the series T.y^x(Tej,ej) is convergent. In this case, we denote the
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complex number E^L^Te-,e-) by tr^T (= the "trace" of T with respect to the

ONB (¡>). The image of trT will be denoted by 7\{trT}. Of course, we can have

Dom{trT) = 0, and consequently R{trT} = 0.

In [2], A. Ben-Artzi affirmatively answered a conjecture of I. C. Gohberg by

showing that, if T is compact, then R{lrT} is either empty, or a point, or a straight

line, or the whole complex plane. But the results of [2] do not completely clarify

which of these four possibilities correspond to a particular operator. It will be shown

here that exactly the same four possibilities occur in the general case, that is, for not

necessarily compact operators; moreover, the method of the present article is more

geometric and direct than the one offered in the above reference, and provides an

immediate identification of R{tr T} in terms of the real parts of e'eT (0 < 6 < 2-n).

The authors are deeply indebted to Professors L. A. Fialkow, R. McGovern, and

H. N. Salas for several helpful discussions, and to the referee for several suggestions

to improve the presentation of the results.

2. Limits of zero-diagonal operators.

Theorem 1 [3, Theorem 3]. A necessary and sufficient condition that an operator

T g y(.yc°) is the norm-limit of zero-diagonal operators is that 0 G We(T).

As observed in [3], a positive hermitian operator 77 with 0 g oe(H) (the essential

spectrum of 77; see, e.g., [4]) is the norm-limit of zero-diagonals. However, 77 itself

cannot be zero-diagonal (unless H = 0); furthermore, since a zero-diagonal operator

A satisfies (Aej,e/) = 0 (with respect to a suitable ONB {e.Vjli), it is not difficult

to conclude that, unless 77 g <gx, H + C cannot be zero-diagonal for any trace class

operator C. This example illustrates the worst possibility. Indeed, we have the

following

Theorem 1'. Let T <a ¡e(3te); then 0 g We(T) (and therefore T is norm-limit of

zero-diagonal ) if and only if, given a normed ideal ß of compact operators strictly

larger than cé'x, and s > 0, there exists Ke g^, with \Kt\jf< e, such that T — Ke is a

zero-diagonal operator.

It will be convenient to cite some results from [4] (and some immediate conse-

quences of the same techniques):

Proposition 2 [4, Theorem (5.1)]. The following statements are equivalent for T in

á?(Jíf):

(i) 0 g We(T):= 0{W(T+ K)- :K <Ejf) (where W(A) denotes the numerical

range of the operator A);

(ii) 0 g D{ W(T + F y :F is a finite rank operator (or, more generally, F runs over

some ideal of compact operators )} ;

(iii) There exists a sequence {xn }™=x of unit vectors such that xn —> 0 (weakly), and

(Txn,xn) -> 0(n -* oo);
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(iv) There exists an infinite orthonormal system (ONS) {e„}^L, such that (Ten,e„)

—> 0 (n —* oo); moreover, given a finite dimensional subspace Jt, the en's can be

chosen orthogonal to Jt (for all n = 1,2,...);

(v) There exists an infinite-rank projection P such that PTP g Jf;

(vi) Given e > 0, there exists an infinite-rank projection P such that PTP G <fls and

\PTP\X < E.

For instance, it is easy to see that a hermitian compact operator can be written as

a 2 X 2 operator matrix with an infinite trace class operator in the (1, l)-entry.

Moreover, the same is true for any compact operator. (Apply the result for hermitian

compact operators to the real part, and then apply the same result to the compres-

sion of the imaginary part to the (1, l)-corner.) By using this observation, we deduce

that (v) => (vi). (For other equivalent conditions, see [1 and 10].)

Proof of Theorem T. The "if part is a trivial consequence of (iv) =» (i) in

Proposition 2.

Assume that 0 g We(T). By using Proposition 2(vi), we can find Cx G <éx, with

\CX\X < e/2, an infinite-rank projection P (we can directly assume that kerT" is also

infinite dimensional), and orthonormal bases {/„}"_i and {g„}™=x of kerT* and,

respectively, ran P, such that

I

Ci- -I-

! °
i
i

h

8i

Si

Let {mk}f_x be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers. By using the

well-known fact that an m X m complex matrix can always be written as

A =>

a/m

a/m
(a = traced)

a/m i

(with respect to a suitable ONB of its underlying space; see, e.g., [5]), we can find an

ONB {en}"-1 of J? such that

V{e„}^, = V{/1,g1,g2,...,gmi_1},

*{en¡n = m¡+\   ~   » \ 72 ' 8mt ' Sm¡ + 1 ' • • • ' gm, + m, - 2 ) '

and so forth, and the diagonal of T — C, with respect to this ONB is the sequence

[tx/mx,..., tx/mx (mx times), t2/m2,...,t2/m2 (m2 times),..., tk/mk.h/mk

(mk times),...}.

Thus, if C2 is the normal diagonal operator defined by C2 = "diagonal of

T — C", then A = T— (Cx + C2) is a zero-diagonal operator. On the other hand,

it follows from [8, pp. 525-529] that, if mk -* oo fast enough, then C2 G^/", and
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\C2\j< e/2. Thus, KF= Cx + C2 e/, and

!*,!•< |Cxl>+ |C2|^< \CX\X + \C2\y< e.

The proof of Theorem T is now complete.   D

As a consequence of this result, we obtain the following particular example of a

"rather general" situation (see [7]).

Corollary 3. Let A0 denote the class of all zero-diagonal operators; then

(A0r=A0+jf

is a closed subset of Jf(Jif). Indeed, given T in (A0)~ and e > 0, it is possible to

write T = AF + KF, where AF G A0, KF G jf, and \\KF\\ < e.

3. The set of "traces" of a Hubert space operator. In what follows, ReT =

\{T + T*) and ImT = (T — T*)/2i denote the real and, respectively, the imagin-

ary part of the operator T.

Theorem 4. Let T g if ( Jif ); R {tr T} is either empty, or a point, or a line, or the

whole complex plane C; more precisely:

(i) 7\{trT} = C iff the positive part, Re(e'eT) + , of Re(e'eT) is not a trace class

operator for any 0,0 ^ 6 < 2-n.

(ii) R{irT) isalineiff Re(e'eT) g <¡gx, but lm(e'eT) + ,lm(e'eT)_<£ <€x for some

e.
(iii) R{lxT) is a point iffT G <$v

(iv) R{\xT) = 0iff Re(e'9T) + G tfx, but Re(ei6T)_€ <€x for some 6.

For Tin .S?(Jf)5 we define

r(r) - { ¿ (Tej.ej) : {*/}"_, runs over all finite ONS's .

It can be easily checked that T(T) is completely included in one of the two

half-planés determined by a certain line lu with slope equal to -tanw if and only if

Re(e"°T) + G <gx. This proves two things. First of all, we see that the properties

Re(é>"-T) + G #!, Re(eiuT)_<£ <ëx (for some a) imply that Dom{trT} = 0 and

R{trT) = 0. Secondly, we infer that 7\{trT} = C is impossible unless Re(e'eT) +

<£ ifj for all 6.

Lemma 5. // Re(e'<T) + <£ Sf, (0 ^ 6» < 2w), í/¡en T(T) = C.

Proof. It follows from our previous observations that the convex hull, coT(T), of

T(T) is equal to the whole plane. Furthermore, if Jt is a finite dimensional

subspace and r^(T) is defined exactly as V(T), with the extra condition that

V{ et }JLX ± Jt, then we also have co Y^(T) = C.

Let A g C, and let a = E"'_, (Tfj,fj) g T(T) ({/}}™=1 an ONS). If a = X, we are

done. If not, let Jt = V{' f.}JLx. Since cor¿.(T) = C, we can find a convex polygon

A with vertices

ß= i(Tgj,gj),ß'= t (Tg'j,gj),...,ß^= 't (Tg</\gf)
7=1 7=1 7=1
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in   r^(T),  including the linear segment [\,a]  in  its interior.  (Here  {g }m=1,

{g'j}/_!,..., { g<js) }fl\ are ONS's orthogonal to Jt.)

Let JT~ V{{fj)fml, {g;};=1, {g'j}]LX,..., {gf};:"}. Since cor^(T) = C, we
can find a polygon A' with vertices in T^(T), including A in its interior.

The line determined by À and a intersects the boundary of A at a point a' such

that À G [a, a']. We can assume that the vertices of A have been ordered so that

a' g [ß, /?']. The complement (in C) of the line determined by ß and ß' consists of

two open half-planes, one of which contains X and a, and the other contains one of

the vertices,

p

y = E <Jhj> hj)        [{hjYJ = x is an ONS orthogonal to JTy
7=1

of A'.

Our hypotheses of T imply that 0 G We(T). (Indeed, 0 £ We(T) iff for some w,

and some e > 0, the spectral projection of Re(e""T) corresponding to the half-line

(-e, oo) is finite dimensional.) Therefore (use Proposition 2(iv)), there exists an ONS

{e*}*-.i with ek orthogonal to jVv (W{hj}f=x) such that Zt-i\<Jek,ek)\ < oo.

Clearly, we can add a few vectors from this ONS to the ONS's constructed above, in

order to obtain four ONS's with the same characteristics, determining points

arbitrarily close to a, ß, ß', and y, with the additional property that the four new

systems have exactly the same number of vectors. In other words, we can directly

assume that m = « = «'= p. It is straightforward to check that either À belongs to

the (close) triangle of vertices a, ß, and y, or X belongs to the triangle with vertices

a, ß', and y. Without loss of generality, we can assume that X g co{a, ß, y}; then

X = cxa + c2ß + c3y, cx,c2,c3 > 0, cx + c2 + c3 = 1. Let &j = V{/}, gp hj), j =

1,2,..., m. By applying the Hausdorff-Toeplitz theorem (se [6, Problem 166]) to

P& T\¿%j, we can find unit vectors d¡ g ^. such that

'   (TdJt dj) = c^TfjJj) + c2(Tgj, g,> + c^Thj, h))       (j - 1,2,..., in).

It readily follows that {dJ}Jlx is an ONS, and
m m m m

E (TdJt dj) = c I (Tfjjj) + c2 Z (Tgj, gj) + c3Z (Thj, h,)
7 = 1 7 = 1 7=1 7=1

= cxa + c2ß + c3y = À.

We conclude that T(T) = C.    D

Corollary 6. If Re(e¡eT) + £ cêx (0 < 0 < 2m), then X has an ONB {e¡)f„x

such that the series E°°=1 (Te -, ef) is convergent, and

E     (TeJ,eJ)=-        (s = 0,1,2,3; k = 0,1,2,...)
7 = 1

for a certain increasing sequence {mk}°k = x of natural numbers.

Proof. Let {hk}f=x be an ONB of Jif, and let Xx = (Thx, hx). By our previous

result, there exists an ONS {hx,e'2,e'3,...,e'm } such that

(Thx,hx)+ Z (Te;,e;> = l.
7 = 2
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(To see this, observe that the proof of Lemma 5 actually shows that Y^(T) = C for

each finite dimensional subspace Jt.)

Let Jix = V{hx,e'2,...,e'm¡}. Since trace P^T | Jt x = 1, Jt', has an ONB {ey}nj'lx

such that

(Te,,,e> =   ,.  l  ..   = —    for all y-1,2.mx [5].
N    ■>   7/      dim Jtx      mx '

Let h'2 ±Jtx be any unit vector such that h2 &Jtx V {h'2}, and let A2 =

(Th'2, h2). By a formal repetition of the above argument, we can find an ONS

{eJ}J'Jx (m2 » mx) such that

for j = 1,2,..., mx, and

(Tere,)
m i

i- 1

m-, — m
for j = mx + 1, mx + 2,...,m2,

so that

E <re,,e,>-l, E(^,ey>=L
7=1 7=1

By an obvious inductive argument, we can define an ONS {ey}°li and a strictly

increasing sequence {mk }°k = x so that

m4«+j + l -j

E     (Te,e> = -        (j- 0,1,2,3; k = 0,1,2,...);
7 = 1 *

moreover, the mks can be chosen so that mk + x > 2mk (k = 1,2,...), and this is

sufficient to guarantee that the series E°°=1(Tey, ef) converges. Clearly, the sum of

such a series is equal to lim¿ ^x\/k = 0.

Finally, observe that the above construction guarantees that hk g Vfe,}"!*, for all

k = 1,2,..., and this implies that the ONS {e}}JL, is actually an ONB of 3tf.   D

Proof of Theorem 4. (i) We have already observed that 7\{trT} = C=>

Re(e'öT) + G », for all 0.

Conversely, if Re(e'*T) + £ if, (0 < 0 < 2n), then we can find an ONB {e7}J°=l

satisfying the conditions of Corollary 6. It is a straightforward exercise to check

that, given À G C, the series E°°=1(Tey, e) can be reordered as a new series

E°°_i(TeOT(y),eOT(;)) (where t is a reordering of the natural numbers depending on

X) convergent to X. Therefore R{trT} = C.

(ii) If R{tiT} is a line, then Tí ^,. It follows from (i) and our previous

observations that Re(e'"T) g (€x for some w (0 < w < 277). Since Tí ^j, we

deduce that Im(e'"T)+ and Im(e'"T)_ cannot be trace class operators.

On the other hand, if T = e~'u(A + iB), where A, B are hermitian, and A G »,,

but B + , B € »,, then by using the same kinds of arguments as in the proofs of

Lemma 5 and Corollary 6 we can show that 7\{trT} is a line with slope equal to

cot co.

(iii) If T is a trace class operator, then E°°=1(Tey, e¡) is convergent and equal to

trace(T) for all possible ONB's of Jtc° [9], Therefore, R{trT} = one point.
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If 7\{trT} = one point, then it follows from (i), (ii), and our previous observa-

tions that Re(e'"T) + G », for all 0 (0 < 6 < 2-n), whence we conclude that

Tg »,.

(iv) We have already observed that «{trT} = 0 whenever Re(e'"T) + G »„ but

Re(e'wT)_í », for some w (0 < a < 2m). On the other hand, it follows from (i),

(ii), and (iii), that if R{lrT} is not a point, neither a line, or a plane, then

Re(e'"T) + G »„ but Re(e'T)_<£ », for some w (0 < to < 2w).

The proof of Theorem 4 is now complete.   D

Corollary 7. Lei T g áf(jT).

(i) 7/ Dom{trT} # 0, í/¡e« there exists an ONB {e7}/0O=1 shc/¡ í/W

Ä{trr}-|| (Te„0,,e„(/)>},

where m runs over all possible reorderings of the natural numbers that make the

reordered series convergent.

(ii) Either T g », a«¿/ E^°=1(Tey, e-) « absolutely convergent (to trace T) for all

possible ONB 's {ey }°i, of JtC, or there exists an ONB that makes the series divergent.

(iii) 7/ 0 g interior We(T), thenR{irT) = C.

(iv) 7/7?{trT} it 0, then 0 G We(T); in this case R{tr(T + C)} * 0 for each

CG  »,.

(v) If 0 « a boundary point of We(T), J is a normed ideal of compact operators

strictly larger than »,, and e > 0, then there exists KF e/, with \KF\^< e, such that

R{tr(T+ KF)} = C.
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